Abstract. The objective of this paper is to present an application of learning algorithms to the detection of anomalies in SOA system. As it was not possible to inject errors into the "real" SOA system and to analyze the effect of these errors, a special model of SOA system was designed and implemented. In this system several anomalies were introduced and the effectiveness of algorithms in detecting them were measured. The results of experiments can be used to select efficient algorithm for anomaly detection. Two algorithms: K-means clustering and Kohonen networks were used to detect the unused functionalities and the results of this experiment are discussed.
Introduction
With the growth of computer networking, electronic commerce, and web services, security of networking systems has become very important. Many companies now rely on web services as a major source of revenue. Computer hacking poses significant problems to these companies, as distributed attacks can make their systems or services inoperable for some period of time. As this happens often, an entire area of research, called Intrusion Detection, is devoted to detect these activities.
Nowadays many system are based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [1,2] idea. A system based on SOA provides functionalities as a suite of interoperable services that can be used within multiple, separate systems from several business domains. SOA also provides a way for consumers of services, such as web-based applications, to be aware of available SOA-based services. Service-orientation requires loose coupling of services with operating systems, and other technologies that underly applications. SOA separates functionality into distinct units, or services, which developers make accessible over a network in order to allow users to combine and reuse them in the production of applications.
The objective of this paper is to present the detection of anomalies in SOA systems by learning algorithms. Related work is presented in section 2 and in section 3, a special model of SOA system which was used in experiments, is presented. In this systems several anomalies were introduced. Four algorithms: Chi-Square statistics, kmeans clustering, emerging patterns and Kohonen networks were used to detect anomalies. Detection of anomalies by k-means and Kohonen networks is presented in section 4 and some conclusions are given in section 5.
Related work
Many anomaly detection algorithms have been proposed in the literature. They differ according to the information used for analysis and according to techniques that are used to detect deviations from normal behavior. Lim and Jones in [3] proposed two types of anomaly detection techniques based on employed techniques: the learning model method and the specification model. The learning approach is based on the application of machine learning techniques, to automatically obtain a representation of normal behaviors from the analysis of system activities. The specification-based approach requires that someone manually provides specifications of correct behavior. Approaches that concern the model construction are presented in Fig. 1 . The specification approach depends more on human observation and expertise than on mathematical models. It was first proposed by C. Ko et. al. [4] and uses a logic based description of expected behavior to construct a base model. This specificationbased anomaly detector monitors multiple system elements, ranging from application to network traffic.
In the protocol based approach [5] a normal use model is built from the protocol specification e.g. TCP/IP. Lemonnier [5] proposed a protocol anomaly filter able to specifically analyze a protocol and model the normal usage of a specific protocol. This technique can be seen as a filter looking for protocol misuse. The protocol could be interpreted as any official set of rules describing the interaction between the elements of a computer system. Many protocol anomaly detectors are built as state machines [6] . Each state corresponds to a part of the connection, such as a server waiting for a response from client. The transitions between the states describe the legal and expected changes between states. Besides, Z. Shan et. al. [7] uses network state based model approach to describe intrusion attacks.
In the transaction based approach the "positive" behavior is formally described. The desired actions and sequence of actions are specified by the definition of transactions. Such explicit definition makes the transaction an integral part of security policy. In the research proposed by R. Buschkes et. al. [8] the detection of anomalies is based on the definition of correct transactional behavior.
The learning model must be trained on the specific network. In the training phase, the behavior of the system is observed and logged and machine learning techniques are used to create a profile of normal behaviors. In the process of creating an effective anomaly detection model: rule-based, model-based, and statistical-based approaches have been adopted to create the baseline profile.
Rule-based systems used in anomaly detection describe the normal behavior of users, networks and/or computer systems by a set of rules. These predefined rules typically look for the high-level state change patterns observed in the audit data. SRI International's Next-generation Intrusion Detection Expert System (NIDES) [9] is an innovative statistical algorithm for anomaly detection, and an expert system that encodes known intrusion scenarios. The features considered by NIDES are related to user activity, for instance ,CPU and file utilization. The information collected by NIDES is compared with the long -term profile of analyzed system and used for the learning process based on Chi-squared statistic. Owens et. al. present in [10] an adaptive expert system for intrusion detection based on fuzzy sets.
In the model based anomaly detector the intrusions are analyzed at a higher level of abstraction than the audit records of the rule based approach. Execution is restricted to pre-computed patterns of expected behavior. Different types of models are used to characterize the normal behavior of the monitored system like data mining, neural networks, pattern matching, etc.
Data mining extracts the behavioral models from a large amount of data. Intrusion detection systems require frequent adaptation to resist new attacks, so data mining techniques that can adaptively build new detection models are very useful. An example of data mining system was proposed by Lee et. al. and is presented in [11] . The key idea is to mine network audit data, then use the patterns to compute inductively learned classifiers that can recognize anomalies and known intrusions.
A neural network learns the user profile in the training process. Training may use data more abstract than the audit records. The fraction of incorrectly predicted events constitutes the variance of the user behavior. [12] describes anomalies detection in information system based on Kohonen networks. There are several libraries supporting building neural networks e.g. [13 -15] . Other neural networks based systems for intrusion detection are also described in [16] [17] [18] [19] .
In the pattern matching approach, learning is used to build a traffic profile for a given network. Traffic profiles are built using features such as packet loss, link utilization, number of collisions. Normal behavior is captured as templates and tolerance limits are set based on different levels of standard deviation. The usage of emerging patterns in anomaly detection is described in [20] .
First statistical based anomaly detection was proposed by Denning and Neumann [21] in 1985. The anomaly detector observes subjects and generates profiles for them that represent their behavior. The widely known techniques in statistics can often be applied; e.g. data points that lie beyond a multiple of the standard deviation on either side of the mean might be considered anomalous. There are many statistical techniques like Bayesian statistics, covariance matrices and Chi-square statistics [22] for the profiling of anomaly detection. Example of Chi-square statistic in anomaly detection is described in [23] . Statistical approaches disadvantage is the insensitivity to the order of occurrence of events. Sequential interrelationships among events should be considered for more accurate detection. It is also difficult to determine a threshold above which an anomaly should be considered.
Commercial products applying rule based, statistical based, model based and neural networks approach to detected anomalies are briefly described in [3] .
3
Research model
As we were not allowed to use real SOA system and inject anomalies into it, a special system was implemented. The business idea of this system VTV (Virtual TV) is presented in Fig. 2 . The exemplary company is a virtual TV provider. The company does not have its own technical infrastructure and is associating TV digital provider with the telecommunication operator. The receiving equipment is delivered to the client by one of courier companies. The company is also using two applications: Customer Relationship Management (CRM) containing all clients data and a storage management system. The VTV system simulates a real SOA system and enables to inject typical anomalies into its regular operation. Configurable are frequencies of : single services calls, group of services calls, processes calls, and services in a context. More details can be found in [24] .
Fig. 2. The business relations of an exemplary company
The architecture of VTV system is presented in Fig. 3 . The request generator simulates activities of clients. It generates different types of request (e.g. create, modify, deactivate) for available services (e.g. TV or hardware). Depending of the value of request some requests can be identified as very important. The generated address of a client determines the currier group. The configurable parameters of the request generator enable to simulate real operation and to inject some anomalies: e.g. request for courier, hardware, TV services can be set, ratio of create, modify, deactivate requests in generated requests can be chosen.
Fig. 3. Architecture of VTV system
The generated request is transferred to the business processes engine (Fig.3) which composes processes from services available on Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). Outputs of processes are logs. Logs of model contain information similar to logs from monitoring real SOA systems.
Environment of experiment
All experiments were conducted on PC with Intel Core 2 Duo T7200, 512 Mb of memory under Fedora Core operating system. The examined algorithms are using text input files prepared from logs of the VTV system (Fig.3) . In this log file information like number of requests, name of processes, name of services called, execution time are written. These logs files are then transformed by scripts, implemented in R [25] environment, into transactions or summarized reports which are input to detection algorithms. The flow of data from logs of the model is shown in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 4. Flow of data from logs
The implementation of algorithms for anomaly detection k-means, Chi-Square and Kohonen networks algorithms was made in R environment while the emerging patterns algorithm, which is more complicated, was implemented in C++.
k-means algorithm was prepared based on [26] , for emerging patterns algorithm information from [20, 27] were used, Chi-Square detector was taken from [23] .
Experiment
The research system presented in section 3 was used to explore four cases typical for SOA systems i.e.: change in the frequency of service calls, change in the frequency of a group of services, change of the context of services calls and not used functionalities.
For each of the above listed cases it was expected, that anomalies detector provides information useful for the maintenance team. Four learning algorithms (section 2) were used in the anomalies detector: Chi-square statistic, Kohonen network, Emerging patterns and k-means clustering.
Each of the above algorithms represents different approach to anomalies detection. The goal of the experiment was to examine advantages and disadvantages of each of these algorithms. Anomalies detection is a kind of clustering with two types of clusters grouping normal and abnormal behaviors. Correctly identified anomaly is an abnormal event which was introduced by purpose by case' scenario and was assigned to the abnormal cluster. Good anomalies detector should generate small number of errors. To compare the quality of detectors often sensitivity and specificity measures are used. The sensitivity and specificity are defined accordingly as: (1) and (2) The relation between specificity and sensitivity -ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve [28] can be used to compare the quality of models. ROC as a technique to analyze data was introduced during the second world war to identify if signal seen on a radar were coming from an enemy, an alliance or if it were noise. Currently ROC curves are used to analyze different types of data e.g. radiological data.
The construction of ROC curves during experiments was as follows: 1. create entities with algorithm' parameters 2. for each entity :
• perform experiment • calculate specificity and sensitivity • mark the point on the diagram 3. draw the line connecting points. For each examined algorithm also the learning time was calculated. Below the results for the scenario "not used functionalities" are presented. The detection of this kind of anomalies is very important in distributed systems especially in SOA systems. Some functions may be not used as a result of errors in routing algorithm or in business logic. If not used services were dedicated to some cluster this cluster could be used for other purposes. In ours research' environment this anomaly was obtained by forcing the request generator not to generate courier delivery services by setting parameter Courier_share to zero [24] . In [29] the detection of anomalies in the frequency of service calls by K-means clustering algorithm and emerging patterns are described.
Plan for experiment

Results of experiments
The goal of examination was to find high level of detection with minimal number of false alarms. If the ideal detection was not possible preferred were the results with no false alarms. In practice, if system is generating many false alarms the user will neglect any alarm.
k-means algorithm k-means clustering [26] is a clustering analysis algorithm that groups objects based on their feature values into k disjoint clusters. Objects that are classified into the same cluster have similar feature values. k is a positive integer number specifying the number of clusters, and has to be given in advance. All objects are assigned to their closest cluster according to the ordinary Euclidean distance metric.
At the beginning the summarized reports used by the algorithm were created for all logs in the system. The results are given in Table 1 . The maximal distance from centroid of cluster for a cluster member is denoted as maxL. Initially the experiment was conducted for 150 logs in training set. The anomaly wasn't satisfactorily detected, the numbers of not identified anomalies were high (e.g. 23, first row in Table 1 ), also the numbers of incorrectly identified anomalies were high (e.g. 14 first row in Table 1 ). In the training data there were many summarization reports in which the number of services not called in regular data, was close to zero, so the lack of calls of these services was treated as normal behavior. Next, the number of logs was increased to 350. The results improved (rows 8-12 Table 1 ).
In Fig.5 the ROC curve is shown for 350 training logs. The high change in sensitivity is seen -from zero to one. Point A was obtained by decreasing the value of maxL parameter from the value in point B, till the level in which zero was not assigned to the group with the minimal centroid.
The k-means clustering algorithm can be used in the detection of not used functionalities if the number of training data is high. In [29] we have shown that this algorithm was not suitable in detecting the change in frequencies of single services calls.
Kohonen networks
A neural network is a set of simple, highly interconnected units called neurons. Neurons transform a set of inputs to a set of desired outputs. The result of the transformation is determined by the characteristics of the elements and the weights associated with the interconnections among them, therefore by adjusting the weight the output can be controlled. The process of updating the weights and thresholds is called learning.
Training usually takes the form of presenting the network with set of typical inputs vectors. In unsupervised learning mode (self -organizing map [30] -Kohonen networks), the inputs are presented for training; the adjustments are made so that the network is able to recognize inputs as belonging to a particular profile.
The training utilizes competitive learning. When a training example is fed to the network, its Euclidean distance to all weight vectors is computed. The neuron whose weight vector is most similar to the input is called the best matching unit (BMU). The weights of the BMU and neurons close to it in the lattice are adjusted towards the input vector. The magnitude of the change decreases with time and with distance (within the lattice) from the BMU. This process is repeated for each input vector for a number of cycles. The network winds up associating output nodes with groups or patterns in the input data set.
The results for Kohonen network algorithm are shown in Table 2 . Column Lambda -toleration ration, shows the restraint to the distance from BMU. In rows 1-5 the numbers of not recognized (FN) and of incorrectly identified anomalies (FP) are high. After increasing the number of elements in the training phase the results of detection significantly improved. In rows 6-11 only few anomalies were not recognized. In Fig. 6 the ROC curve for 350 training logs is shown. Point A is optimal, with the sensitivity= 0.92 and specificity= 0.94 and the costs of false qualification of anomaly and false qualification of normal behavior are equal. These values may be improved by increasing the training data. Point B represents the case in which all anomalies were detected, the specificity was equal to 0.84.
Fig. 6. ROC curve for Kohonen networks algorithm with 350 training logs
The above presented data show that Kohonen networks can be used to detect the unused functionalities but large training data must be provided.
Conclusions
In this paper some results of the detection of one anomaly -unused functionalities in SOA system are presented. An experiment was conducted in an environment designed to introduce several types of anomalies. This environment, described in section 3, enables the detection of anomalies by four learning algorithms, from different types (section 2): emerging patterns, k-means clustering, Kohonen networks and statistical Chi-Square . In this paper the results of only two: k-means clustering and Kohonen networks are presented. Both algorithms were able to satisfactorily detect unused functionalities while two others i.e. Chi-Square and emerging patterns appeared to be inappropriate in the detection of unused functionalities.
In [29] the results of detecting other anomaly -the change in frequencies of service calls was described. The least accurate in the detection of this kind of anomaly was the k-means clustering algorithm and the best was emerging pattern algorithm. Kohonen algorithm also produced quite good results.
The results presented in this paper and in [29] show that in anomalies detection in SOA systems different algorithms may appear most suitable for different type of anomaly so further research should be conducted. The exemplary SOA system (section 2) enables to conduct other experiments examining the suitability of learning algorithms in the detection of other anomalies. The results of these experiments will be available soon.
